Dr. Audrey Nelson is an internationally recognized trainer, keynote speaker, author and consultant who helps organizations increase their productivity and profitability through winning communication strategies. She specializes in gender communication, conflict management, communication skills, and sexual harassment and discrimination. She holds a B.A., M.A. and Ph.D. in Communication and conducted her post-doctoral work at Warnborough College in Oxford, England in gender communication.

Never before in American history have we had so many different generations working together. This keynote will address some of the tensions and misperceptions between the generations and offer tips on how we can cross the generation divide. Inter-generational conflict is inevitable. Move over age, gender, race and culture - the newest diversity issue is generational.

Recognize What Is Important to Each Generation & Minimize Conflict

Keynote and Awards Presentation
Wed. April 4, 2012
11:45 am to 1:15 pm
UM Ballroom

Check out Audrey’s NRU classes, too:
♦ Ouch, That hurts! Dealing with difficult people
♦ From Bellbottoms to Khakis

Look in the NRU Catalogue for more information!